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The End of the Cold War and Japan’s Participation
in Peacekeeping Operations:
Overseas Deployment of the Self-Defense Forces*


Akihiro Sado

I. Introduction
The end of the Cold War brought about a reconsideration of the significance of the US-Japan security
framework, the focus of which had been the USSR. In addition, as the hypothetical enemy, the Soviet
Union began to clearly weaken and before long collapsed, a wave of disarmament began to spread, starting with Europe, which led Japan to begin deliberations on reducing its own self-defense capabilities. In
other words, with the Cold War’s demise, the conditions were created under which Japan was forced to
fundamentally reevaluate its security policy and the appropriate self-defense capacity for the country.
However, in actuality, the Gulf Crisis/Gulf War that began the year after the end of the Cold War
gave rise to a major dispute within Japan over whether or not the Self-Defense Forces (SDF) should be
dispatched as an international contribution (international cooperation). In this way, the rethinking of the
role of the SDF, premised on the ideas of “scaling down” and “expanding duties to include international
contributions,” became an important post-Cold War issue.
Accordingly, this article will examine why, in response to the changing post-Cold War security
environment, Japan decided to take the plunge and send the SDF overseas, as represented by its participation in United Nations Peacekeeping Operations (PKOs). The issue surrounding the overseas deployment of the SDF as an “international contribution” (international cooperation) came to the fore during
the time of the Gulf War, but in fact the issue was already being discussed among policy officials prior to
that time. And the discussion on sending SDF troops overseas was not limited to the PKO context.
Indeed, the SDF deployment during the Gulf War was different in nature than the PKOs. Accordingly, we
will begin our discussion first with the issue of international cooperation up until the end of the Cold
War, then turn to the SDF deployment during the Gulf War, and then the SDF participation in the
Cambodian PKO, before concluding with an examination of the issues related to the overseas deployment of the SDF.

II. The Background of Participation in UN Peacekeeping Operations
1. UN-centrism and the Issue of Peace Cooperation
Japan’s relationship with peacekeeping activities dates back to the 1950s, around the time it was admitted
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to the UN. Japan included “UN-centrism” as one of the “three principles of Japanese diplomacy,” which
it announced upon joining the UN in 1956,1 but the specific substance of “UN-centrism” was called into
question by Japan’s response to the Lebanon Crisis and the Congo Crisis. Japan, which refused a request
from the UN to dispatch personnel to participate in the UN Observation Group in Lebanon during the
1958 Lebanon Crisis, began deliberations led by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) on how to specifically implement “UN diplomacy.” However, the fact that the Diet took issue with a statement made in
February 1961 by Japanese Ambassador to the UN Koto Matsudaira, in which he noted, “If Japan claimed
to be cooperating with the United Nations based on a policy of UN-centrism, then naturally it must dispatch troops abroad. If that is not possible due to domestic laws (the Constitution and SDF Law), then at
the very least it should dispatch observers from the Self-Defense Force,”2 is indicative of how difficult it
was to dispatch the SDF in the context of the contemporary Japanese societal conditions, where “postwar
pacifism” had taken hold.3
In fact, under the postwar Constitution that renounced war and the maintenance of the potential to
wage war, a de facto remilitarization was carried out in the form of the National Police Reserve (Keisatsu
Yobitai), the National Safety Forces (Hoantai), and then the Self-Defense Forces (Jieitai), but because of
the past history of Japan’s prewar military despotism leading to the tragic war in Asia Pacific, the overseas
activities of the SDF were extremely limited, in part by a resolution by the plenary session of the House
of Councillors that prohibited such activities.4 From the time that the SDF was established, the idea of
having those troops engaged in overseas activities was viewed as a taboo. And having experienced the
“Security Treaty dispute” that divided public opinion, in the 1960s there was a reluctance to make military-related concerns into political issues, particularly as Japan entered a period of rapid growth and the
trend of the times was to focus on the economy.
Meanwhile, Japan’s transformation into a major economic power thanks to its rapid economic
growth was making it an increasingly important player in the international community. As a country
holding a great deal of influence in the global political economy, and given that its economic activities
had benefitted from the stable international community, Japan was now expected to make international
contributions commensurate with its economic strength. The specific content of that international contribution was represented first by its development assistance measures centered on its official development assistance (ODA), which expanded dramatically in the 1970s. A second area was Japan’s contribution
to international peace and security, including the PKOs, which became a topic of deliberation once again
within MOFA.
As noted above, the idea had existed within MOFA quite soon after joining the UN that Japan might
be able to cooperate with UN activities, and that idea was much more aggressively considered in the
1970s. However, that debate remained strictly within the ministry, centered on MOFA’s UN Bureau; it
was not something that extended to the government as a whole. And even those who were talking about
cooperating in PKOs did not necessarily share a united view on the question of whether the SDF should
be dispatched or not.5 Rather, it was MOFA that during the consultations on the Guidelines for US-Japan
Defense Cooperation in 1978 resisted the US request to extend deliberations beyond just the situations
for Article 5 (the defense of Japanese soil) to also include those for Article 6 (related to the Far East
clause), insisting instead focusing only on the defense of Japan’s soil. That was a decision made based on
the political conditions within Japan at that time, and in light of those factors, clearly they had to be cautious in their approach to the dispatch of the SDF. But it is also a fact that, during the Cold War, and
parallel to the progress being made in US-Japan cooperation, the foreign ministry was seeking a way to
make an appropriate international contribution that would go beyond economic assistance.
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2. The Issue of International Contributions in the 1980s
In the 1980s, circumstances arose that led to deliberations on whether to deploy the SDF overseas in a
different context than the PKOs—namely, the question of sending minesweepers to the Persian Gulf
arose as a result of the Iran-Iraq War. As the war dragged on, the mines that had been laid in the Persian
Gulf became a serious concern in terms of the safe passage of tankers filled with oil. This was having an
impact on Japan itself, since the country is heavily reliant on oil from the Middle East. Then, in 1987, at
a time when progress on US-Japan security cooperation had led to good relations between the two countries, the Reagan administration asked the Nakasone administration for its cooperation in clearing mines
in the Persian Gulf.6 If Japan accepted this request, it would have been the first time that the SDF had
been dispatched overseas for any purpose other than training.
Prime Minister Nakasone and MOFA were positively inclined toward sending the SDF to the
Persian Gulf. However, given that there was no legal framework that could serve as the basis for dispatching the troops, and that the lack of a cease-fire meant there was a danger that the SDF could become
entangled in the war, Chief Cabinet Secretary Masaharu Gotoda was firmly opposed, and as is well
known, Japan ended up holding off on the decision.7 Gotoda had been deeply involved in establishing the
Police Reserve Force and was a person who took a strong stance on guarding the domestic public order,
but when it came to the question of SDF deployment abroad, including the later-mentioned dispatch for
PKOs, he took an extremely cautious stance. He had served in the former Ministry of Home Affairs along
with Osamu Kaihara, who was extremely influential in the Defense Agency from the time of its creation
through the 1960s, and their position that the activities of uniformed personnel should be limited was a
common thread running through their generation. It seemed that they had a thorough distrust for “military” organizations.
When the cabinet of Noboru Takeshita was formed in November 1987, succeeding the Nakasone
cabinet, it was thought that substantial progress would be made on the issue of Japan’s international contributions. More precisely, when the Takeshita cabinet began, it put forth the “three pillars of Japanese
foreign policy.”8 Calling for a “Japan that contributes to the world,” this policy placed “cooperating for
peace, enhancing economic cooperation, and promoting international cultural exchange” as the three
central pillars of foreign policy and worked to actively promote them. Among these, “cooperating for
peace” was put forth with PKOs in mind, and it was the result of the foreign ministry’s recommendation
to Prime Minister Takeshita that, given the changes occurring in the Cold War with the emergence of
Mikhail Gorbachev (general secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union) and in light of the
progress being made in the Cambodian peace process, Japan must actively participate in the process of
peace-building in the region. Prime Minister Takeshita had built close ties to politicians in the opposition parties and excelled in “consensus-building politics,” and it was therefore believed that he would
remain in office for a long time. Within that context, it was expected that progress could be made under
the “three pillars” on the pending issue of Japan’s cooperation on international peace.
However, this debate again remained within the confines of MOFA and the debate on the relationship between PKOs and the SDF never reached the stage of specific discussions within the government.9
Meanwhile, the Defense Agency, which was directly responsible for dispatching the SDF, had not yet
begun concrete deliberations on issues such as participation in UN activities, and its stance clearly differed greatly from that of MOFA on this issue. Moreover, the Takeshita cabinet ended up being shortlived due to the “Recruit scandal” (a political scandal), posing a setback to the anticipated progress on the
international peace cooperation issue.
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III. The Gulf War and Japanese Diplomacy
1. The Outbreak of the Gulf War
As Japan continued to search for how it would specifically deal with the issue of international peace
cooperation, the Cold War drew to a close. The country was faced with a need to reevaluate the US-Japan
Security Treaty and the role of the SDF. But Japan was not granted the time to carefully consider these
issues. Instead, an issue arose that would throw the debate at that time into chaos. That issue was the
outbreak of the Gulf War. How could Japan concretely cooperate on this issue that occurred in such an
extremely important region as the Middle East? It was indeed a situation that would test Japan’s diplomatic capability. However, in the end, although Japan went so far as to raise taxes to provide monetary
assistance, their contribution was not greatly appreciated by the international community, and Japan
itself felt deeply frustrated.10
In fact, when Iraq occupied Kuwait, the initial response from the Japanese government came
quickly. Having received a request from US President George H. W. Bush to join in sanctions on Iraq,
Japan made its decision and announced a set of sanctions against Iraq on August 5—even before the UN
Security Council passed its resolution on economic sanctions—that included such measures as a ban on
oil imports from Iraq and a freeze on all ODA to that country. However, the United States called for the
formation of a multinational force, the UK decided to send troops, and the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) was following suit, so given this state of affairs, with the military response coming
to the fore, it threw Japan’s response into confusion.
On August 30, it was decided that Japan would provide a $1 billion financial contribution toward
the efforts to restore peace in the Gulf, but a request was made for additional support, and on September
14, it was decided that another $1 billion would be provided and $2 billion in economic assistance would
be given to countries bordering the conflict. However, as the number of countries participating in the
multinational force being deployed to the Gulf rose, the pressure on Japan from the United States and
others was rising daily. They saw Japan as only donating financial assistance in small amounts at a time
and not contributing any personnel; Japan’s government and ruling party as well felt the need to quickly
provide personnel, focused on the deployment of the SDF.
As noted previously, MOFA had already been considering the idea of Japan’s participation in PKOs,
including the dispatch of the SDF for that purpose, but it had never gone past the deliberation stage, and
it had certainly never held intensive discussions with the relevant agencies, including the Defense Agency
and the Cabinet Legislation Bureau. What is more, what was being discussed was not a PKO following a
truce, but rather the deployment of troops in conditions where fighting could be expected to occur. Even
assuming that the SDF itself would not participate in fighting, there was a major divide in opinions on
whether sending those troops overseas was permissible under the Japanese Constitution.

2. Turmoil Surrounding the Deployment of the SDF
The debate within the government with regard to dispatching the SDF revolved around what to do about
the status of any SDF members who would be sent abroad. To put it simply, there were two opposing
positions: MOFA said that, given the constitutional limitations and the political considerations of then
Prime Minister Toshiki Kaifu’s “dovish” sentiments, the SDF members deployed abroad should be separated from the SDF in the form of “secondment” or a “leave of absence,” while the Defense Agency
insisted that personnel receive a “dual commission” and maintain their positions in the SDF. Takakazu
Kuriyama, who served as vice foreign minister at the time of the Gulf War, recalled that among those
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within the foreign ministry (himself included), many were concerned about sending the SDF “as is” to
participate in activities overseas, not just due to constitutional constraints and public opinion, but also in
terms of the impact on ties with Asian countries, and particularly with China and Korea.11
Meanwhile, for its part, the Defense Agency stressed that without status as members of the SDF, it
raised issues such as the inability of personnel to operate ships or aircraft belonging to the SDF, command during the operations of troops, the handling of small arms, and so on, and they feared that sending people to dangerous regions by simply changing their status would give rise to various issues
concerning the insurance system and other SDF personnel’s interests. Makoto Sakuma, who was at that
time the chairman of the Joint Staff Council, or in other words the top uniformed official, criticized the
members of the Kantei (the prime minister’s office) and MOFA bureaucrats who had no knowledge of
real-life defense issues, stating as follows:12
In the debate on having a separate organization, someone like me is not in a position to go to the
cabinet to talk to them. Therefore, [Head of the Defense Bureau Kazuo] Fujii went alone. There is
something called the Relevant Juris Corpus, a black-covered, multi-volume set that covers the
Marine SDF’s organizational management. It’s about this thick (50 cm). That serves as the basis for
the organization’s creation, management, and education and training. Without having anything at
all like that, how do you create a separate organization? Are you going to create everything from
scratch? And are you going to lower the flag of SDF vessels? Raising the SDF flag is something determined by law. The people debating in the cabinet have no idea about any of that. Fujii is a genuine
Defense Agency person, so he understands what we are saying when we complain that they don’t
understand and are just talking off the top of their heads. When he went to talk to them, people who
had no real understanding of the background said all sorts of things.
Eventually, confusion arose after Prime Minister Kaifu announced that the troops would be sent in
the form of “contracted work,” which brought criticism from the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) side
and they decided to go with the “dual commission” that the Defense Agency had called for. Moreover,
confusion also emerged during Diet deliberations on the hastily drafted UN Peace Cooperation Bill, such
as discrepancies in government explanations, and so after approximately a month of discussions, the bill
was scrapped. In the end, the SDF was not dispatched to conduct peacekeeping operations.

3. The Trauma of the Gulf War
The impact of the Gulf War went beyond simply creating major havoc in Japanese politics at the time.
The historical significance of the war was that it had a major impact on subsequent Japanese politics and
particularly on security policy. At the political level, there was a lingering “Gulf War trauma”—a sense
that the government must respond as quickly as possible to US requests—that resulted from having
received international criticism for Japan’s response having been “too little, too late,” and from the
extremely low level of appreciation from the international community in comparison to the large scale of
Japan’s financial contribution, for which it had even raised taxes. This was a major factor in laying the
groundwork for developments following the subsequent 9/11 terrorist attacks on the United States.
At the same time, it was even more significant in terms of changing public awareness. Namely, it
raised doubt among the public about the debate within Japan over the “military.” It can be said that the
formation of a multinational force during the Gulf War offered an option for exerting the UN’s collective
security function at a time when the circumstances would have made it extremely difficult to form a UN
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military force. However, Japan responded only to the use of military force, and the tone of the argument
was noticeably critical of the United States, which was at the core of the multinational force. Japan’s postwar political discourse that declared that “the military is bad, the armed forces are bad” no matter what
the cause was overwhelmed by what was considered to be common sense internationally. This effectively
erased the previously held taboo regarding the concept that Japan’s international cooperation should not
be simply financial but should also include personnel contributions, and depending on the circumstances, should include the dispatch of the SDF. However, that understanding did not develop immediately after the Gulf War; it took some time before the news sank in about the international community’s
post-Gulf War discussions. What further provided impetus to that development was the success of an
actual case of dispatching the SDF overseas.
During the Gulf War, Iraq is said to have laid approximately 1,200 mines off the Kuwaiti coast. These
posed an enormous threat that was impeding safe navigation in the Persian Gulf. The United States,
United Kingdom, Italy, Germany, the Netherlands, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, France, and Belgium were all
participating in minesweeping activities, but the number of mines was tremendous and working in a
tropical zone was extremely difficult. Also, criticism was emerging that Japan, which relied on the Middle
East for 70 percent of its oil and thus had an enormous interest in safe navigation in the Persian Gulf, was
not participating in the minesweeping effort. Given that the war was over, Japan, which had in the end
been unable to contribute personnel during the Gulf War, believed that the conditions now were in place
for dispatching the Marine SDF minesweeping unit, and it carried out the preparations in strict secrecy
in consideration of the domestic criticism. In April 1991, it sent a six-vessel minesweeping unit to the
Persian Gulf. There had still been no legal groundwork created at all for deploying the SDF overseas, and
Article 99 “removal of mines and other hazardous materials” of the Self-Defense Forces Act (SDF Act)
served as the basis for sending them.
The result was that the six-vessel convoy that set off from the port of Kure in Hiroshima Prefecture,
surrounded by 60 fishing vessels that were protesting the deployment of the SDF, spent one month and
one day traveling 7,000 nautical miles and arrived in the Persian Gulf. Japan’s minesweeping unit received
high praise from the various nations’ troops with whom they carried out joint operations and from the
countries along the Gulf coast where mines were laid. The work ended on September 11, 1991, and the
troops returned to Kure Harbor on October 30. Prime Minister Kaifu and Yukihiko Ikeda, head of the
Defense Agency, attended the welcoming ceremony. The first dispatch abroad of the SDF proved to be
extremely successful.13

IV. Participating in the Cambodian PKO
1. The Establishment of the PKO Act
Even more so than the minesweeping operations in the Persian Gulf, what made a particularly strong
impression on the Japanese people were the efforts in Cambodia.14 Japan, which was actively involved in
the Cambodian peace process, learned the lessons of the Gulf War and laid out a policy of active involvement in such areas as the holding of an election to establish a new Cambodian government, local recovery efforts, and so on. And again, having learned their lesson from the UN Peace Cooperation Bill that
had to be abandoned at the time of the Gulf War, three political parties—the LDP, Komeito, and the
Democratic Socialist Party—reached an agreement and established the political conditions first, and
then based on that, in June 1992, they passed the Act on Cooperation for United Nations Peacekeeping
Operations and Other Operations (known as the International Peace Cooperation Act, or the PKO Act).
The passage of the bill required overcoming opposition from the Socialist Party and other parties, which
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went so far as to employ delaying tactics.
The UN had already launched the PKO in Cambodia in March 1992, and Japan, after passing the
PKO Act, moved quickly; it dispatched an investigation team on July 1 and, after a Cabinet decision on
September 8, a PKO unit set sail from Kure City on the 17th of that month. However, because the deployment of forces was based on political considerations necessary to reach the three-party agreement,
including a freeze on participation by Japan’s SDF in the UN Peacekeeping Forces (PKF) and a set of five
principles for participation, Japan’s involvement in the PKO took place under strict limitations. The five
principles for PKO participation are as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

A cease-fire must be in place.
The parties to the conflict must have given their consent to the operation.
The activities must be conducted in a strictly impartial manner.
Participation may be suspended, and if not resumed within a short period of time, may be terminated if any of the above conditions (1)-(3) ceases to be satisfied.
(5) Use of weapons shall be limited to the minimum necessary to protect life or person of oneself
or other unit members.
I will address the impact that the imposition of those limitations had at the conclusion of this
article.
The Cambodian PKO, which involved primarily Ground SDF forces, garnered an extraordinary
degree of interest, as seen in the fact that 300 members of the media were sent to cover the 600-man PKO
unit. At one point, when a civilian police officer and a UN volunteer lost their lives, there was earnest
debate over whether to withdraw the SDF troops. In the end, no SDF troops were lost. Moreover, the
Cambodian election was a success and the UN’s PKO mission in Cambodia ended without event. Not
only would the Cambodian peace diplomacy and PKO efforts be spoken of for years to come as a success
story of Japanese postwar diplomacy, but the SDF’s work in the PKO itself garnered strong praise from
the international community, and as that became known within Japan as well, it served as a major impetus for subsequent PKO activities. In fact, as seen in figure 1, in response to a survey on PKO activities
that has been carried out since 1994, those expressing positive opinions on PKO activities (“Participation
should continue at the same level as to date” or “Japan should participate more actively than it has to
date”) totaled 58.9 percent at the beginning, but as the success of PKO efforts became more widely known
and the praise for those efforts grew, the support rate has continued to average around 70 percent, while
those responding “Japan should not participate” or “Japan should participate, but as little as possible” has
noticeably declined.
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Figure 1. Opinions on Japanese participation in UN peacekeeping activities
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Notes:
*1 In the October 1994 survey, the response was worded, “Participation should continue at about the current level.”
*2 Up to October 2002, the survey asked, “Currently, approximately 88 countries around the world are dispatching personnel
for UN Peacekeeping Operations (PKO). Based on the International Peace Cooperation Law, Japan has also been participating in PKOs in Cambodia, the Golan Heights, East Timor, and elsewhere, as well as in international humanitarian relief
efforts to aid Rwandan refugees, and in international election monitoring activities in Bosnia-Herzegovina and East Timor.
Do you think that Japan should continue to be involved in activities such as the PKOs in the future as a way of making a
human contribution to the international community? Do you not believe that to be true? Which of the answers best describes
your opinion?”
*3 Up to October 2004, the survey asked, “Currently, approximately 90 countries around the world are dispatching personnel
for UN Peacekeeping Operations (PKO). Based on the International Peace Cooperation Law, Japan has also been participating in PKOs in Cambodia, the Golan Heights, East Timor, and elsewhere, as well as in international humanitarian relief
efforts, including assistance for Rwandan, Afghan, and Iraqi refugees, and in international election monitoring activities in
places such as Bosnia-Herzegovina, Kosovo, and East Timor. Do you think that Japan should continue to be involved in
activities such as the PKOs in the future as a way of making a human contribution to the international community? Do you
not believe that to be true? Which of the answers best describes your opinion?”
*4 Up to October 2006, the survey asked, “Currently, more than 100 countries around the world are dispatching personnel for
UN Peacekeeping Operations (PKO). Based on the International Peace Cooperation Law, Japan has also been participating
in PKOs in Cambodia, the Golan Heights, East Timor, and elsewhere, as well as in international humanitarian relief efforts,
including assistance for Rwandan, Afghan, Iraqi, and Sudanese refugees, and in international election monitoring activities
in places such as Bosnia-Herzegovina, Kosovo, and East Timor. Do you think that Japan should continue to be involved in
activities such as the PKOs in the future as a way of making a human contribution to the international community? Do you
not believe that to be true? Which of the answers best describes your opinion?”
*5 The October 2007 survey asked, “Currently, more than 100 countries around the world are dispatching personnel for UN
Peacekeeping Operations (PKO). Based on the International Peace Cooperation Law, Japan has also been participating in
PKOs in Cambodia, the Golan Heights, East Timor, Nepal, and elsewhere, as well as in international humanitarian relief
efforts, including assistance for Rwandan, Afghan, Iraqi, and Sudanese refugees, and in international election monitoring
activities in places such as Bosnia-Herzegovina, Kosovo, and East Timor. Do you think that Japan should continue to be
involved in activities such as the PKOs in the future as a way of making a human contribution to the international community? Do you not believe that to be true? Which of the answers best describes your opinion?”
*6 The October 2008 survey asked, “Currently, more than 100 countries around the world are dispatching personnel for UN
Peacekeeping Operations (PKO). Based on the International Peace Cooperation Law, Japan has also been participating in
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PKOs in Cambodia, the Golan Heights, East Timor, and elsewhere, as well as in international humanitarian relief efforts,
including assistance for Iraqi refugees, and in international election monitoring activities in places such as Kosovo. Do you
think that Japan should continue to be involved in activities such as the PKOs in the future as a way of making a human
contribution to the international community? Do you not believe that to be true? Which of the answers best describes your
opinion?”
*7 The October 2009 survey asked, “Currently, more than 100 countries around the world are dispatching personnel for UN
Peacekeeping Operations (UNPKO). Based on the International Peace Cooperation Law, Japan has also been participating
in PKOs in Cambodia, the Golan Heights, East Timor, Sudan, and elsewhere, as well as in international humanitarian relief
efforts, including assistance for Iraqi refugees, and in international election monitoring activities in places such as East
Timor and Nepal. Do you think that Japan should continue to be involved in activities such as the PKOs in the future as a
way of making a human contribution to the international community? Do you not believe that to be true? Which of the
answers best describes your opinion?”
*8 Up to October 2011, the survey asked, “Currently, more than 100 countries around the world are dispatching personnel for
UN Peacekeeping Operations (UNPKO). Based on the International Peace Cooperation Law, Japan has also been participating in PKOs in Cambodia, the Golan Heights, East Timor, Sudan, Haiti, and elsewhere, as well as in international humanitarian relief efforts, including assistance for Iraqi refugees, and in international election monitoring activities in places such
as East Timor and Nepal. Do you think that Japan should continue to be involved in activities such as the PKOs in the future
as a way of making a human contribution to the international community? Do you not believe that to be true? Which of the
answers best describes your opinion?”
Source: Cabinet Office of Japan, “Gaiko ni kansuru yoron chosa—Heisei-25-nen 10-gatsu jisshi” [Public opinion survey on for
eign policy—conducted October 2013], http://survey.gov-online.go.jp/h25/h25-gaiko/zh/z26.html (accessed November
16, 2014).

2. The “Higuchi Commission” and Multilateral Security Cooperation
With the end of the Cold War, an Advisory Group on Defense Issues was created under the non-LDP
coalition cabinet of Prime Minister Morihiro Hosokawa. The group, known as the Higuchi Commission
after its chairman, Hirotaro Higuchi (chairman of Asahi Breweries), provided a venue for substantive
debate on Japan’s security policy.15 Given the limited space, I will not go into detail here, but the concept
put forth in the report produced by the Higuchi Commission was that of “multilateral security.” The
report advocated that with the end of the Cold War, the PKOs were considered to have regained their
original function and Japan should thus actively engage in those activities; it stressed that this would not
violate Japan’s Constitution.16 Although it is a bit long, I would like to provide the important section of
that report here:
The United Nations, which was created 50 years ago as the organization for collective security, is
now awakening to its primary function. . . .
In fact, the UN Charter, in Paragraph 3, Article 2, calls on all members to settle ‘their international disputes by peaceful means’ and, in Paragraph 4, states, ‘All members shall refrain in their
international relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political
independence of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the United
Nations.’ Thus all UN members have pledged to the entire international community that they shall
refrain from ‘the threat or use of force.’ The provision of Article 9 of the Japanese Constitution
agrees in its spirit to that pledge.
However, if any major nation that supposedly bears special responsibilities for supporting UN
peace activities should become a party to a conflict, this function of the United Nations unavoidably
would be lost for all practical purposes. As this indicates, for the collective security mechanism of
the United Nations to demonstrate its primary function, stability in the international environment
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is necessary. At the present time, when no serious military confrontation exists between major
nations now that the Cold War has ended, this condition is minimally satisfied. How much nations
can achieve in terms of cooperative security by availing themselves of this favorable opportunity,
and whether they can acquire such a habit, will determine the fate of the United Nations in the 21st
century. Japan, which is deeply committed to peace, must make positive use of this historic opportunity, not for altruistic purposes but primarily from the standpoint of its national interest.
It seems, however, that it will be a long time before the UN collective security organization is
established in a complete form. At its present stage, the United Nations is required not so much to
deal with military clashes by regular UN forces stipulated in Chapter 7 of the UN Charter as to
respond to various modes of crisis by such means as preventing armed conflicts that may develop
inside unstable nations where it is unclear who holds the ability to govern; containing their expansion; and supporting the reconstruction of order following the cessation of conflicts. The UN peacekeeping operations are becoming more and more multifarious. Japan should participate in these
operations as actively as possible and needs to make efforts to improve its system and capabilities for
that purpose. [Emphasis added by author.]
This type of active cooperation with UN peacekeeping operations would continue to be a basic element of Japan’s post-Cold War foreign policy, although the terminology would change to such terms as
“improve the global security environment,” or to the “Proactive Contribution to Peace” found in the
December 2013 National Security Strategy.

V. Conclusion
Since the successful deployment of troops to the Persian Gulf and Cambodia, the activities of the SDF
have earned strong praise internationally, and Japan has sent troops overseas with greater frequency.
Along with dispatching troops for disaster response, the importance of which has been growing since the
Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake, the SDF’s international cooperation efforts have come to be viewed as
critical SDF activities in the post-Cold War period. The Defense Agency has been elevated to ministry
status, and international cooperation is viewed as a “fundamental mission” of the SDF. In fact the freeze
on participation in PKF was lifted, and the restrictions on the use of weapons was subsequently amended
so that it is now significantly less rigid than before. However, it is also a fact that there are limitations to
the SDF’s participation in PKOs.
More precisely, there are still many restrictions on the use of weapons compared with other countries that are carrying out PKO activities, and there are currently many SDF officers with overseas experience who have expressed doubt as to whether the SDF members can in fact defend themselves.
Moreover, because legally the SDF is not considered to be an armed force, when they bring weapons
overseas it is treated as if they were exporting those weapons and thus entails following the necessary
export procedures, which has become an obstacle to cooperation with troops sent by other countries.
Above all, the situation whereby a military organization that should be able to protect itself is unable to
carry out its activities without relying on troops from other countries to protect it raises the question of
why that military organization is sending troops in the first place. The current circumstances raise the
possibility that Japan’s efforts to send the SDF will not be as welcomed by other countries as might be
expected due to the limitations on troop activities and their lack of capacity to defend themselves.
What is more, since the terrorist attacks against the United States on September 11, 2001, the
deployment of SDF troops is no longer is limited to PKO activities, but has expanded to cover overseas
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support for antiterrorist operations. Clearly, we are reaching the limits of continuing the overseas deployment of troops under the current conditions.17
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